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Abstract 

We show here that composite pulses allow broad-band excitation of nitrogen-14 overtone 

frequencies through proton detected D-HMQC experiment (referred to 
1
H-{    

  
  

} D-HMQC). 

Experimental verifications have been performed on glycine, L-histidine and N-acetyl-valine (NAV) 

samples. Composite pulses enable symmetric excitations of 
14

N sites with large shift differences. 

Therefore, this approach is promising for recording high resolution 
1
H-{    

  
  

} D-HMQC spectra 

of most amino-acids, pharmaceutical samples and peptides. 
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Introduction 

Solid-State NMR (SS-NMR) is a powerful tool for probing structural and dynamic information in 

biomolecules. 
13

C and 
15

N enrichments are often utilized to provide local binding and distance 

constrains with atomic resolution. SS-NMR study of 
14

N nucleus is less common due to its spin-1 

value and its large quadrupole interaction that broadens the signal. However, 
14

N SS-NMR can 

provide unique information on electric field gradients, which can provide detailed information on 

structure and dynamics at the molecular level. Although experimentally demanding, the direct 1D 

detection of nitrogen-14 single-quantum transitions, 
14

N
SQ

, is nevertheless feasible under both static 

[1,2] and magic angle spinning (MAS) [3] conditions. However, due to the overlap of the broad 

line-shapes from different sites, 
14

N
SQ

 directly-detected 1D spectra with many 
14

N sites are quite 

difficult to analyse. As a result, the dipolar-assisted heteronuclear multiple quantum coherence (D-

HMQC) MAS method is often used to obtain high-resolution signals of 
14

N nuclei.[4,5] In D-
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